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FINALS DAY
Indoor Cricket | 2021-22 Season | MCC Academy Lords

Qualifiers Began
in November 2021
at Gunnersbury
Park Hub
15 MJCA Clubs entered 72
teams across 8 Age Groups
& 92 matches.

Normal Service
Due to COVID-19 the
2019/20 & 2020/21 nals
were held in October 2021
so these were the rst full set
of nals since March 2018

Defending
Champions
U10s Highgate
U11s North London Bs
GU12s Richmond
U13s Stoke Newington
GU14s (previously U13s) North
London
U15s Stoke Newington
GU16s NEW EVENT
U17s North Middlesex

U11s North Middlesex v Stanmore
North Middlesex edged Stanmore in a fiercely contested and well
balanced 2022 County Final at Lords. The match went down to
the final ball with all three results possible.
Middlesex batted first, with the first pair of Mustafa and Theo
accumulating steadily in the first 2 overs. As the Middlesex pair
looked to accelerate, as they had done so successfully in the
semi-final, Stanmore hit back with three wickets from Shivansh
and Eshan. In strode Haashir and Alex to the cage, they scored
off every ball in their three overs to move North Middlesex onto
a score of 46 at the halfway point of the innings. Another solid
middle order batting pairing of Jay and Euan kept the scoreboard
ticking over before Stanmore hit back again at the start of the
fourth batting pair with wickets from Anay and George. It was a
strong performance by the final North Midd pair of Jacob and
Seb to steady themselves and score 24 off the last 10 balls to set
Stanmore a ‘par’ total of 95.
A tidy set of overs from Seb, Haashir and the irrepressible Jay
contained the Stanmore openers of George and Eshan to a score
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U10s Stanmore v North
Middlesex
A ‘Lords Final’ again, two within a
year, the last one, was close! but
the added experience of that
winning team which took them over
the line and victorious (just about!),
was not going to repeat against us !.
Stanmore U10A, wiser, tter,
sharper and more importantly
happier because of their improved
ability, re ned focus and desire to
be the best, arrived early and when
I say early, it was early! A fresh and
sunny morning the team upon entry
heard the sound of cricket balls
being hit in the nets - a symphony of
excitement awaited!
The kitbags were placed in a row,
coats were off and a warm up
session began to get the heart
pumping and to dispel any nervous
feelings in the arena. The Captains
met and offered each other good
luck wishes. The coin was tossed,
North Middlesex won it and chose to
put Stanmore in the eld. They
fancied their chances if we were
chasing. Remember we chased last
year and lost but not this year!!
Riddansh uttered to Dev ‘we lost
last year chasing, hope it doesn’t
happen again…………..(then wait
for it!) come on Stanmore, let’s get
them out!’. Motivation, always
encouraged but this was also
evidence of just pure instinct and
passion [if only our senior England
team could see this!]. A proud
moment for a coach and the shared
responsibility with a team lled with
love for the game.
Stanmore ran on to the pitch with
smiles, waving to their parents who
were equally proud and excited.
Well supported and a monumental
thanks to all of them who came.
Anay (Captain) and Kaian-Vir (VC)
organised the eld meticulously
beforehand and ensured each
player were reminded of their tasks
ahead.

of 21. Despite the 2nd Stanmore pair of Anay and Dev
managing to squeeze Theo’s leg spin away to the long-off
boundary, a wicket from Jacob and a direct hit run-out from
‘Player of the Match’ Haashir contained Stanmore to 39 at
the halfway point.
At the start of the third Stanmore pairing, there was some real
tension around the Lords Indoor School. It was clear these two
evenly matched teams were going to take the game down to the
wire. The Stanmore pairing of Kyaan and Kieran farmed the
strike well and stole a couple of singles to put the victory
within Stanmore’s reach, despite tight bowling from Jacob,
Euan and Mustafa. With the final pair at the crease and three
overs to bowl, Stanmore needed 22 runs to win.
The final Stanmore pair of Vishay and Shiv batted steadily and
intelligently to move within four runs with five balls to go.
With Stanmore now favourites, North Middlesex death bowler
Seb, bowled a gem of an in-swinging yorker to turn the match
back in favour of the bowling side. Some tight North
Middlesex fielding and keeping from Alex squeezed the valiant
Stanmore pair, so that they ended up two runs short of the
required total.
The game was played in great spirit, with either team capable
of being a worthy champion. The experience of playing a
crunch competitive game at the home of cricket will surely
benefit all who played.
Ian.McAleavy@starlizard.com
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First ball, here we go, little
Dheeyan, not so, however the ball
speed generated from his small
frame – like Malcolm Marshall, it
came ying in and swoosh, their
opener clipped it backward left past
Krish who picked it up and delivered
it back, safe! The batsmen looked at
each other, 2 runs on the board.
2 runs from the second and nothing from
the third before Dheeyan just took a big
step backwards after Anay [guard]
passed him the ball. Dheeyan came
running in as fast as Usain Bolt and out
his hand a reball which kissed the bat
and into Kaian-Vir’s hands. What a
catch!! The rst over went for just 1 run.
The nerves were building for the
opposition.
Second over for North Middlesex was
rather lucrative with 13 runs coming from
it, however the nal over was not what
they expected from Kiran. Economical,
on target and disciplined. Third ball in
and the ball moved from outside the leg
stump line into the middle stump. OUT –
another over with 1 run scored from it – a
total of 15 for the rst pair. It was going
to plan, restrict the runs, by bowling
straight and avoid it hitting the side
netting.
Next pair in, st pumped by the rst pair
and they looked up for it. Stuti, rst up
and although bowled a straight line and
good length, this pair clearly had to work
harder than expected but got good runs.
14 off it and then our leg spinner, Mr.
Flipper, Googly, Doosra himself – our
team Captain – Anay.
First ball, what – how did it do that –
turned from outside leg stump all the way
across just missing the off stump – you
remember what Shane Warne [RIP] did to
Mike Gatting? Could he do it again, Oh
my god!! Lucky little touch away for a
single and danger. Krishang came on and
a mixed over but, our own ‘Jonty’ Dev
Patel – stopped 4 runs from being scored
– with a dive both feet off the ground at
full stretch, WOW!! More runs were
scored until a run out – well played
Stanmore – a confusion with the batters
and thrown low into the stumps by KaianVir – OUT! – North Middlesex up to 46
and only two wickets lost with the rst two
pairs.

Girls U12s Ealing v Highgate
On Sunday, 20 March 2022, the stage was set for the MJCA
Indoor finals day at the Home of Cricket, Lord's.
Ealing CC Under 12 Girls had quali ed for the Final having
beaten North Middlesex in their semi- nals. Their opponents,
Highgate CC, overcame Actonians in their semi- nal encounter in
what was a nail-biter of a game with a last-ball showdown. The
match between Ealing CC and Highgate CC was perfectly poised
for a thrilling nale to end the 2021/22 winter season.
Following a quick warmup under the lights of the Lord's Indoor
Cricket Centre, the captains took to the eld for the toss with
umpire Ashish Lakhlani. Ealing CC won the toss and decided to
eld.
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The third pair managed to get the total up to
70 without losing any wickets and into the
last pair their con dence had grown
believing they could get a defendable total.
But Stanmore knew this pair was going to
attack and reminded themselves of their
duties in the eld.
Hands read, elding positions, walking in,
superb bowling by Riddansh and Kiran for the
rst two – only 10 coming from them until
Anay stepped up and with aplomb, contained
the nal pair and took a fantastic wicket to
restrict them to 79 – and Stanmore needing
80 to win.
Stanmore’s turn. Like Gladiators, Dev and
Riddansh came out – to a rapturous applause.
It was clear which team was well supported!
They saw off their opening bowlers, after a few
wobbles but amassed a tremendously high
score for an opening pair – 34. Kiran and
Dheeyan were up next and you could see the
nerves but after a few balls, they were both
assured, stealing runs well and adding runs
well to the board. It was not until the second
over that Dheeyan just mistimed the faster ball
and hit it up straight into the top net – but a
good catch by North Middlesex at mid-wicket.
58 from the rst two pairs – a win was very
achievable if we could keep our heads and
build.
Stuti and Krishang – did build and took us to
75, despite Krish hitting onto his stumps. Good
bowling and unlucky. Heads were high and
only 5 needed, they came off and their efforts
celebrated by our Cap and VC who were next.
In a team, a pair who you would have as your
last would be these two. Had they learned from
last years defeat at the nal hurdle – only time
would tell. Their clear tactics were to play
smart and score doing so. Nothing risky was
the message to each other. That they did,
scoring doubles, singles, stealing well and
surpassing the required target to a massive 95
[having lost no wickets in those last overs!!] A
resounding victory, a jubilant
Stanmore…..three cheers – hip hip hooray, this
was the day, where Stanmore came to play
and blew North Middlesex away – so let this
moment stay in your memories. WINNERS.
Well played North Middlesex, an excellent
team, pushing us to play to the best of our
abilities and we thank you for that.
Sarj Patel <SarjP@darrylingram.co.uk>

With the eld set and batters at the crease, Ealing started
strong with a wicket in the second ball of the rst over.
Spirits were high, but the atmosphere was tense. Highgate
were clearly executing their game plan with some
resourceful running between the wickets, inching their run
total higher and higher.
After three overs, the opening pair's time at the crease had
come to an end, putting on a respectable total of 25 despite
losing three wickets. The pressure was on the elding side
to get some wickets to swing the game in their favour. And
indeed, that is exactly what Ealing did. With some superb
bowling that ensued, wickets started to fall. There was an
impressive caught and bowl, amongst some straight
bowled wickets and run-outs. By the end of the third pairing
(9-overs played), Ealing had restricted Highgate to a run
total of 56, having taken 10 wickets by this stage with one
pair still yet to bat.
However, the heat was about to
turn up for Ealing with the
Highgate captain and her batting
partner, a formidable pairing,
stepping up to bat the nal three
overs of the innings. Ealing
knew the next three overs were
going to be crucial. The batting
pair ran on literally every
opportunity, but their stroke play
was also something to behold
under the pressure of the nal
and did not concede a wicket in
the process. Highgate scored 48
runs from the nal pair and
ensured that Ealing had it all to do chasing a target of 105
for the win. It was game on!
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Up step the coaches at the halfway point for a quick team talk, giving instructions and con dence to the players
who themselves knew what they had to do.
Just when you thought the pace of the game couldn't get any faster, it went up another level. It was relentless,
ball after ball without pause from the Highgate bowlers, even at times when the batter was not ready. They don't
call it "Action Cricket" for nothing. Despite two wickets falling in the rst pairing with some sharp elding by
Highgate, the batting pair managed to keep the game on track with 39 runs scored after three overs. Ealing had
pushed their noses out in front, but only just, and it could still be anyone's game at this point.
The second pair step up, knowing that they need to keep the scorecard ticking along and shift the game rmly
into Ealing's favour. This was the opportunity to do so. The pair did really well, advancing Ealing to a run score of
72, with half the innings still to play, and only conceding one wicket on their nal ball by way of a run-out. By the
end of the third batting pair, who did not concede a single wicket, the total runs scored was 115. This meant that
Ealing had already surpassed the run chase required to win; however, the game was not over. With a ve-run
penalty for wickets against, the last pair had to: keep it tight, avoid wickets and bring home the victory for Ealing.
And that they did. With a victory of 35 runs, 139 was the nal runs scored by Ealing,.
In addition, special recognition was given to Elizabeth Oxley of Ealing CC, who was independently named MVP.
Highgate were strong and pushed Ealing all the way. However, Ealing batted exceptionally well giving away 4
wickets compared to Highgate's 10, which was probably the difference between the two sides in the end. The
standard of cricket at this level was superb and cricket won at the end of the day.
Ealing CC Girls Under 12 Team Manager Pinal Gandhi said, "I am incredibly proud and delighted for this group of
players to win the Girls U12 trophy here at the Home of Cricket.
The Ealing players have adapted so well to the indoor format and have improved immensely throughout the
winter season. Whilst only eight girls were selected for the nal, it must be said that this has truly been a squad
effort and gratitude and congratulations go out to all players who participated in the group and knock-out stages
throughout the season.
My thanks to Highgate CC coaches and players who played with such intensity and quality, contributing to what I
consider a thrilling and enjoyable nal.
Also, thank you to all the parents and carers for their continued support, and to all the volunteers, organisers,
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Girls U14s Richmond v Roehampton & Fulham
Winters are generally dull for cricket and its players. The challenge is to keep close to the game, keep t and
retain muscle memory. Clubs do their bit to keep cricketers engaged through indoor winter training sessions,
however, I’ve always thought this is not enough.
The MJCA announcement of an indoor tournament brought the competitiveness back to Richmond Girls’ U14
squad and there was something to look forward to in the wet and dark days. It provided us the goal to continue
our cricket and to train hard(er).
The team started their journey with a con dent win against
Ealing followed by a close encounter against North London
in the round-robin stage.
Having adapted to the indoor rules and regulations, which
are slightly different from the usual cricketing rules, the team
arrived at the Lord's indoor facility for their nal against
Roehampton & Fulham. Bowling rst they restricted a very
professional-looking opponent to a defendable total. Batting
demanded some patience especially to ensure not many
wickets are lost and scoring consistently. Richmond girls did
that in a great fashion to win the MJCA indoor tournament
2021/22. It gave them the immense joy of achieving
something as a team and a morale booster for the upcoming
2022 season.
A big thank you to the people who conceptualised and commissioned the indoor competition, and to the
organisers for a smooth arrangement. Thanks,
Ahmad

Girls u16s North London v Roehampton & Fulham
North London’s U16 nal against Roehampton and Fulham saw NLCC ultimately win comfortably in a match that
was keenly contested and played in a good spirit. The standard was also uniformly high with several county
representatives turning out.
NLCC elected to bat rst and rst pair Hannah Burridge and
Ava Symonds set the tone with an opening skin of 36. The
following pairs all contributed well leaving NLCC on 116 after
the allotted 12 overs - losing only 2 wickets to a smart run out
and a stumping off R&F’s impressive leg spinner.
NLCC’s bowlers, supported by tight elding, then took regular
wickets throughout the innings. An attack of pace augmented
by leg spin, off spin and slow left arm orthodox is unusual and
challenging at this level, but R & F performed well, grabbing
runs wherever they could and not taking a backward step.
While the nal winning margin was 70 runs, the match
re ected well on both sets of players as well as the
development of the indoor format for girls within Middlesex
generally.
MVP was Ava for a sold all round performance.”
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U15s Stanmore v Stoke Newington
U15 Middlesex Indoor Cricket Champions 2022! An outstanding
contest between
@StanmoreCricket
and
@StokeyCricket
After losing the toss Stoke
Newington were put into bat. Ed
and Roy the rst pair made a
steady start picking up runs at
an even pace, setting up a good
base. The next pair, Oscar and
Gabriel, continued this but both
pairs lost valuable wickets
trying to steal quick runs at the
end of their overs.
Charley and Fred then upped
the tempo with Man of the Match
Charley hitting some straight sixes and with his able running partner
they did steal some runs - but once again they were run out on the
nal ball. The last pair, Viggo & George, ticked the scoreboard along
at a steady rate and didn’t take any risks, after seeing how the other
pairs had come unstuck with Stanmore proving to be a very good elding side.
SNCC reached 95 and at this stage the team were unsure whether or not they had a good score. They would
have to bowl well to restrict an excellent Stanmore team. The bowlers stuck to their lengths and made it very
hard for batters to hit down the ground with the indoor arena at Lord’s being so long and narrow. SNCC never
let Stanmore get away and picked up a vital wicket with an excellent diving catch by Ed off the spin bowling
of Fred. The last pair needed 36 off the last three overs. Viggo, Roy and Charley bowled superbly and with 12
needed off the last over it was very tense. The match went down to the last ball with Stanmore needing four
to win. They sneaked only one run as the elders stopped the ball from hitting the side. The ball was thrown
to the keeper, then everything stopped… Stanmore needed an overthrow to win and Stokey just needed to
keep calm. As Stanmore went for the second run, a direct hit ran out the non-striker ending the match and
making Stoke Newington the winners. The team celebrated wildly as it’d had been a very hard-fought victory.
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U17s North Middlesex v Roehampton & Fulham
The North Middlesex U17s contested a tough nal against Roehampton and Fulham on Sunday 20th at Lords.
Roehampton and Fulham one the toss and decided to bat rst. Our players bowled and elded excellently, and
used all their tactical nous to restrict R & F to 84.
They all bowled well, opening with George who has de nitely found a yard of pace over the winter and was
rewarded with a wicket in his second over. Al e, Mingus and Mark all bowled with good pace and accuracy and
Linus took an amazing catch behind the stumps, standing up to some fast bowling and also pulling off a
stumping.
Nico placed the eld very deliberately, including a leg slip when he was bowling and nished with 2-14. Star
performer with the ball though, was Captain Will Frais who’s straight full bowling was too much for the R & F
middle order and he picked up 4 for -2 (such is the way Indoor cricket is scored).
We knew that 84 was gettable but tough. The game was ercely competitive and the R & F players would not
give up easily. Our game plan was to go out there, ignore the noise and play good cricket. We only needed 21
per pair to take us home and that was the goal.
Mingus and Linus went out rst, facing some really tough bowling and did very well to come back with 24 and
having lost no wickets – their running between the wickets a feature, looking for every chance for a run. Their
mission was accomplished.
George and Al e were next and added another 28 despite a wicket, Al e’s driving and George’s running between
the wickets a feature of their play. Halfway through and we were more than halfway through the total.
Mark and Rory took the overall score to 86, cashing in on the bowling of the third pair – Rory’s running and
dabbing (with the bat) keeping Mark on his toes as usual.
Finally Nico and Will came out and
enjoyed the opportunity to play
some entertaining shots. And one
wicket notwithstanding, they safely
took us home, totalling 112.
Will accepted the trophy as captain
and was also named player of the
match for his excellent all-round
performance. I was very proud of
their ability to concentrate on
playing good cricket, and focus on
doing the basics well in the
heightened atmosphere and our
players have all gained a lot of
con dence now to take into the
outdoor season.
Special mention to Lakeesha,
Frankie and Jack who all played at
some stage during the competition
and helped us get to the nal.
Gerald Clark
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U13s Stanmore v South Hampstead
Our players have had the honour and privilege to play at the home of
cricket on a few occasions, and the excitement and magic, never
surpasses! With the sun overseeing the memorable Media centre,
boys were looking forward to playing South Hampstead on Finals
day.
Stanmore won the toss and elected to bat rst. We started our
innings well, with Josh / Rian making a solid opening partnership to
lay down the early foundations. Though we lost a few wickets
throughout our innings, each pair played their part in contributing to
Stanmore’s total of 61. Boys were hoping for a slightly higher target,
however were con dent they could defend a par score total.
S Hampstead also started well with the bat, with their rst pair
scoring 27, without loss of any wickets. Stanmore were under
pressure and knew they had take wickets to stem the ow of runs
and put the pressure back onto their opponents.
Our captain Rian, brought on our spinners, and were immediately
rewarded with a number of quick wickets. Josh, Aaryan and Rian, took a number of wickets, and were
greatly supported by our wicket keeper Rhian, who took down a number of stumpings which brought
Stanmore back into the match.
Our star performer and most valued player Josh, picked up crucial wickets, which really pegged back S
Hampstead, and put Stanmore rmly back in control.
Our seamers Aahil , Anish, Connor & Shaurya, bowled fantastically well and each took wickets, to see out
the game for Stanmore and win the cup ! Well played Stanmore! 🏆
Performance was truly a team effort, with every player, playing their part in victory. It was a great game to
be involved in, and commiseration to team S Hampstead, who put up a solid performance.
I, Stephanie and everyone associated to Stanmore, would like to say a huge thank you to the organisers
Peter, Jane, and everyone for all their hard work for organising the indoor tournament. Memories that
players, coaches and parents will remember for a long time !
Also like to say thank you to Ashish, who umpired throughout the day and the other umpires who helped
make the tournament a success
Thank you,
Raaks

Results
U10s Stanmore beat North Middlesex 95-79
U11s North Middlesex beat Stanmore 94-93
GU12s Ealing beat Highgate 139-104
GU14s Richmond beat Roehampton & Fulham 81-44
GU16s North London beat Roehampton & Fulham 116-44
U15s Stoke Newington beat Stanmore 95-87
U17s North Middlesex beat Roehampton & Fulham 112-84
U13s Stanmore beat South Hampstead 61-39
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VICTOR LUDORUM
1st Stanmore
2nd North Middlesex
3rd Roehampton & Fulham
4th Ealing
5th North London
6th Stoke Newington
7th South Hampstead
8th Richmond
9th Actonians
10th Crouch End
11th Highgate
12th Winchmore Hill
13th= Wembley & Teddington Town
15th Hornsey

Credits 2021/22
Umpire / Scorers
Ashish Lakhlani, Matt Robinson, Johan De Silva, Matti
Watton, Arvind Patel & Neel Iyer.

Consultancy & Support
Matt Cracknell, Roger Rebelo & Kieran Cooke AICE

Seaxe
Jane Saxton

LONDON TROPHY COMPANY

MJCA (special mention to Simon Mollett), MCC & Alex Norris at BETTER Gunnersbury Park
Hub and all the Clubs who took part & their coaches, parents, supporters & players.
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The Seasons 2021/22 & 2022/23
It was a frantic start to the indoor season starting in October with the 2021/22 final qualifying games under
the Westway followed by a finals day for both that year & the 2020/21 finals.
After the half term break this season got underway at a new venue Gunnersbury Park Hub. There were of
course teething problems but all were negotiated and I was delighted that our new to AICE umpiring team
were able to conduct proceedings sufficiently well.
GPH couldn’t have been more accommodating but the search for a purpose built arena goes on & until then
we’re back there next November & hopefully a dual venue in or close to the Eastern side of the county.
I have also submitted a request for more hours at GPH so expect more matches for everyone!
Of course we’d also like to see more clubs entering more teams too so don’t be shy spreading the word to
our friends & fellow clubs in the Middlesex community of clubs with juniors.
Until then thank you supporting indoor cricket last winter, if you receive an invitation to the national comps
in Birmingham I urge you to accept & meanwhile I hope to see as many of you at Lords on the 19th March
2023.
I’ll be back in touch before then of course over the summer to receive your expressions of interest.
Until then Enjoy the summer

MJCA
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